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brands, K-Pop posters, and Korean Dramas on
the televisions. As my Taiwanese friend put it,
“Korea is everywhere now. Everything is Korean.”
And it’s pretty understandable why. The capital
city, Seoul boasts modern developments and
technology, cutting edge fashion, international
delights of all varieties, and the hippest trends in

ith Gangnam Style, Korean
Dramas, Korean Barbeque,
and K-Pop, South Korea has
recently dominated the
Western world and media,
and not just for its conflicts with North Korea.
No, South Korea has been making a name for
itself beyond warring headlines, hopefully to the
point that soon, when I tell people I live in Korea,
they won’t ask, “which one?”

style, shopping, culture, and nightlife, that rival
those of any city in America or Europe. But my
main reason for loving Korea? The food of course!
Step aside sushi; Korean barbeque has taken my
heart and taste buds.

In recent years South Korea has overtaken other
Asian countries, such as Japan, in popularity
throughout Asia. When traveling through China,
Taiwan, and Thailand, I was shocked to see an
abundance of Korea clothing and make-up

It may seem strange to some people to pay a
restaurant to cook your own food,
but that’s half of the fun. At the majority of Korean
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restaurants, whether you are eating noodles
or grilled meat, you are given a small stove at
your table to cook your meal on and a variety
of ingredients and side dishes. My favorite of
these restaurants is a kalbi restaurant, or meat
restaurant. Also known as Korean barbeque. You
can order samgyeopsal, pork, dak galbi, chicken,
or the traditional kalbi beef short ribs. You grill
the meat on your own personal grill and eat it
dipped in ssamjaang, a spicy red sauce, and
wrapped in a piece of lettuce. The sides are a
major part of any Korean meal and always
include kimchi, bean sprouts and sesame oil, a
soup broth, and pickled vegetables. Often there is
an outside section of the grill in which a whipped
egg and onion mixture is poured into that slowly
cooks throughout the meal. The beauty of Korean
barbeque is that it is just very simple, pure, and
fresh ingredients but which produce such bold
and appetizing tastes. No Korean barbeque meal
can happen without shots of soju, rice alcohol,
that tastes of plastic bottle vodka, can make you
blind, costs less than a dollar a bottle, and if you
are dining with Koreans will be consumed in vast
amounts. Korean drinking culture can outshine
even the hardy Russians and etiquette requires
that an empty glass always be refilled.

The most common Korean foods, to eat at any
time of the day, without needing to be cooked,
are as fun to say, as they are good to eat. Kimbop
and bibimbop. Kimbop looks like a California
sushi roll, rice rolled in seaweed and traditionally
filled with pickled radish, egg, vegetables, meat
or tuna. Bibimbop is hot or cold rice covered
with sliced vegetables, raw or fried egg, and
sometimes meat. It is mixed together with a
spicy red chili paste and eaten. Simple and easy
kimbop and bibimbop are also not difficult to
reproduce at home with your favorite selection
of veggies and meat.
There are benefits beyond the food to eating out
in Korea. If you are like me and have lamented
in a restaurant over the lack of service or slow
service, or the opposite, been trying to enjoy a
quiet meal and been constantly bombarded
by the waiter wanting to know how things are,
Korean restaurants solve that problem. At each
table there is a button, which you can press if

Another of my favorite cook-it-yourself meals is
shabu shabu, which originated in Japan but has
been adapted by Korea. With shabu shabu, you
are given a stove with a pot of boiling broth that
you add vegetables, noodles, dumplings, and
your choice of thinly sliced beef or seafood to. The
seafood choice is for the brave and adventurous
and generally involves a whole octopus, giant
shrimp, crab, and some other exotic Korean
shellfish. As your vegetables cook you dip the
meat or fish into the boiling broth and eat with a
soy sauce mixture. And when your pot is almost
empty, they will add rice and egg in the bottom
for a lovely fried rice dish. I highly recommend
this to be eaten with makgeolli, traditional Korean
alcohol made of fermented rice and wheat that
is milky, sweet, and a little fizzy.
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you need something. Thus waiters come, if and
only if you press the button, and always come
quickly to help. Yeah, it’s pretty amazing. Now
call me a pessimist but although I love the
button I have to think that in many American
restaurants it would be slightly abused. Another
benefit: service. Service not referring to being
helped but is the word used for free things given
by the restaurant. At most meals the restaurant
will present you with free “service” sometimes in
the form of beverages, snacks, soups, salads, or
other side dishes. At bars as well “service” is often
snack plates, popcorn, fruit plates, or chips. And
no, you don’t tip for any of this.

My list of favorite Korean foods goes on and on,
from tasty street food, to delectable drinks, and
oh the ramen. My only suggestion is to check
out a Korean restaurant and if you can’t make
it to Korea, try K-town in Los Angeles or one of
the smaller Koreatowns in New York City, Dallas,
Atlanta, or Chicago. Korea has a unique flavor
and I highly predict that soon, like the sushi
restaurant or the Italian restaurant, there will be
Korean restaurants everywhere.
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